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An Unsupervised Approach to Biography Production using Wikipedia
Fadi Biadsy, Julia Hirschberg, Elena Filatova
Columbia University
2008
We describe an unsupervised approach to multi-document sentence-extraction based summarization for the task of producing 
biographies. We utilize Wikipedia to automatically construct a corpus of biographical sentences and TDT4 to construct a corpus of 
non-biographical sentences. We build a biographical-sentence classifier from these corpora and an SVM regression model for sentence 
ordering from the Wikipedia corpus. We evaluate our work on the DUC2004 evaluation data and with human judges. Overall, our system 
significantly outperforms all systems that participated in DUC2004, according to the ROUGE-L metric, and is preferred by human subjects.

Generating Wikipedia by Summarizing Long Sequences
Fadi 
Peter J. Liu, Mohammad Saleh, Etienne Pot, Ben Goodrich, Ryan Sepassi, Lukasz Kaiser, Noam Shazeer
Google Brain
2018
We show that generating English Wikipedia articles can be approached as a multi-document summarization of source documents. We 
use extractive summarization to coarsely identify salient information and a neural abstractive model to generate the article. For the 
abstractive model, we introduce a decoder-only architecture that can scalably attend to very long sequences, much longer than typical 
encoder-decoder architectures used in sequence transduction. We show that this model can generate fluent, coherent multi-sentence 
paragraphs and even whole Wikipedia articles. When given reference documents, we show it can extract relevant factual information as 
reflected in perplexity, ROUGE scores and human evaluations.



Google Brain's output...





Neural Text Generation from Structured Data with 
Application to the Biography Domain

Remi Lebret, David Grangier, Michael Auli
Facebook AI
2016
This paper introduces a neural model for concept-to-text generation that scales to large, rich 
domains. We experiment with a new dataset of biographies from Wikipedia that is an order of 
magnitude larger than existing resources with over 700k samples. The dataset is also vastly 
more diverse with a 400k vocabulary, compared to a few hundred words for Weathergov or 
Robocup. Our model builds upon recent work on conditional neural language model for text 
generation. To deal with the large vocabulary, we extend these models to mix a fixed vocabulary 
with copy actions that transfer sample-specific words from the input database to the generated 
output sentence. Our neural model significantly out-performs a classical Kneser-Ney language 
model adapted to this task by nearly 15 BLEU.

We need a knowledge base!



from news to Mentions...

● An international team led by Janet Kelso, a 
bioinformaticist at the Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology, has now sequenced the 
genome of the brown kiwi.

● Kelso and her team at the Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany, 
looked for Neanderthal and Denisovan genetic 
ancestry.

● Janet Kelso passed away on August 31, 2008 at 
the age of 70 in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

news
docs

really?
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from mentions to Observations ...

An international team led by Janet Kelso, a bioinformaticist at the 
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, has now 
sequenced the genome of the brown kiwi.

● Janet Kelso — occupation → bioinformaticist

● Janet Kelso — employer → Max Planck Institute for 
   Evolutionary Anthropology



● Janet Kelso — has occupation → bioinformaticist (0.92)

● Janet Kelso — has occupation → geneticist (0.45)

● Janet Kelso — has occupation → scientist (0.18)

● Janet Kelso — has occupation → researcher (0.15)

● Janet Kelso — has occupation → author (0.12)

from observations to Claims 
...

truthiness



● Janet Kelso — has occupation → bioinformaticist (0.92)
● Stephen Altschul — has occupation → bioinformaticist (0.89)
● Pavel Pevzner — has occupation → bioinformaticist (0.90)
● Emmanuel Yera — has occupation → bioinformaticist (0.99)
● Leonard Apeltsin — has occupation → bioinformaticist (0.97)

from claims to new Beliefs

bioinformatist → is instance of occupation



Wikidata to the rescue!

Stephen W. Hawking, the Cambridge University physicist and best-selling author 
who roamed the cosmos from a wheelchair, pondering the nature of gravity and 
the origin of the universe and becoming an emblem of human determination and 
curiosity, died early Wednesday at his home in Cambridge, England.

→ New York Times, 14 March 2018

occupation: physicist
employer: University of Cambridge



70k scientists in the KB

B3: the Bayesian Belief Base

3k mentioned in the news per day (15k docs)



Quicksilver

https://quicksilver.primer.ai

https://quicksilver-demo.primer.ai



Quicksilver vs. Wikidata



Questions


